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A

s the Board of Directors and administration diligently work towards
our growth initiative, we learn more about the rich history of OBEC
every day. We recognize the ideas of our initiative are not new, only
renewed. We understand and appreciate the work that the previous boards have
done and their contributions made. It is our job as a Board of Directors to move
our organization into a place that we can realize those objectives that will ensure
OBEC’s success.
In the past the Board of Directors have been elected to stand for one term
and unfortunately the drive and direction of the Board has had to overcome the
possibility that it would be fully replaced the next year. Our administrator and
Executive Director are now working to ease that transition should it be required,
and we are all working to initiate a system of succession among the directors.
During the 2008 Annual General meeting held last December the board
posed the idea of increasing the board’s term to two years and staggering this
term to create an overlap of incoming and existing board members. The idea was
generally accepted by the members and when polled there was further agreement that the board was heading in the right direction.
Our monthly dinner meetings continue to be well attended and are an excellent
opportunity to learn and network with other industry stakeholders. Big thanks to
all of the presentation participants. For those who missed out on the dinner meetings, here are some highlights:
• September: Aubrey LeBlanc discussed industry opportunities, at George
Brown College.
• October: Professor Kim Pressnail spoke to us on sustainability and the future
of our planet and was then presented the President’s Award, “The Beckie” at
The Old Mill.
• November: Sealant Showdown featuring Bob Guggy, Rick Morgan and Gordon Crix vs. Brian (Hang ‘em High) Shedden, Bruce (One Shot) Taylor and
David (Double Barrel) DeRose at Humber College.
• January: John Fowler discussed the sustainability of Precast Concrete and
Thermal Mass at the University of Toronto.
• February: Peter Waisenen discussed Understanding Concrete Properties That Can
Cause You Grief at the Old Scott House – Baton Rouge.
• March: Guillermo (Gill) Cordero, Chris Hunter, Joe Innocente and Gary Thomas
discussed sustainable roofing concepts at the Old Scott House – Baton Rouge.
Thanks again for all of your contributions to OBEC.
I am happy to see a growing attendance of students at the dinner meetings. To
all the other members, don’t forget that OBEC is, for the benefit of its members, so
get involved, come to monthly events and benefit from your organization.
Best Regards
Paul Johannesson, A.Sc.T., BSSO
President
Ontario Building Envelope Council
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Invest More to Spend Less

Allocating more resources to a building’s envelope at the project start often means having
to invest less on HVAC and other costs once the building is complete. Here we’ll discuss why
investing more up front will reap the rewards later on.
By Alen Vrabec, P.Eng., BSSO

I

t’s well known that the building
envelope and its HVAC systems are
intricately interrelated, and each
plays a crucial role in the other’s function and overall efficiency. A poorly
functioning building envelope leads to
increased dependency on the HVAC
systems, which in turn cost more to
operate to maintain the required interior conditions. A poor envelope is also
more susceptible to damage and as a
result of HVAC, is usually less durable,
and is inefficient.
In the current financial market budgets
are shrinking and capital projects are being
scrutinized to ensure money is spent wisely.
Unfortunately, the trend for rising energy
prices looks to continue (notwithstanding
some current temporary relief), and this
has major implications for buildings in
terms of both initial costs (construction)
and long-term costs (rehabilitation and
retrofit costs and energy use). More than
ever, there is also more financial and
moral pressure to conserve energy and
materials.

While nobody likes to throw money
away, that is precisely what we are
doing when we heat (or cool) leaky
buildings—and it is a fact that buildings
leak. Over the lifetime of a building, the
majority of costs are in operating and
maintaining the interior environments,
not the initial capital costs of design and
construction. Therefore, it is imperative
to lower operating costs. Approximately
30 to 50 percent of space-conditioning
energy consumption in a well-insulated
house is due to air leakage through the
building enclosure¹. So, how do you
lower operating costs? By designing,
selecting and building smarter and better at the outset with upfront investing,
to save over the long term.
Materials
You usually “get what you pay for”.
Generally speaking, better performing
building materials are costlier than average or poor materials. However, we
need to think over the long-term, not
just in the moment. Using
a simple example—would
you rather pay $10 for
a pen that will last for
2 months, or $25 for a
pen that will last for 1
year—the answer seems
obvious, but this simple
rationale often seems to
get lost when it comes
to building design, construction and restoration. It gets trickier for
construction materials,
since the critical ones
in terms of heat, air and
moisture control are
usually hidden behind
pesky things like exterior cladding systems or
interior finishes, where
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replacement is rarely simple. Unless the
building owner does not mind significant disruption to building users (and
additional costs) every few years for
repairs and access to those concealed
elements, there is a definite benefit
to ensuring the proper materials are
selected and installed in an appropriate
manner in the first place.
Fenestration in particular is critical,
since windows are often a weak link in
the building envelope—take a nice solid
wall and cut a big hole in it! Thankfully,
the 1960s and 70s vintage of aluminiumframed, single-glazed windows is (hopefully) a thing of the past, and newer
technologies have been introduced to
improve the thermal performance and
air leakage resistance of windows. These
include double-glazing, insulated-glass
units, solar films, thermal breaks, less
conductive framing materials, warm
edge spacers, gas fills, better weatherstripping materials, etc.
Some relatively new materials are
starting to be widely used for new construction and retrofit. Spray-applied polyurethane foam (SPUF), for example, is
being installed in lieu of more traditional
(and less costly) insulations such as glass
fibre. One of the main benefits of SPUF,
apart from increased thermal resistance
compared to most other insulation materials, is the potential benefit of a seamless
installation, which results in increased air
tightness. If installed with proper transition
membranes, the SPUF may also function
as the main air barrier system, and also be
the main resistor in a vapour barrier system. By investing more for the SPUF, one
could minimize labour and material costs
for both air and vapour barrier systems,
and long-term heating/cooling costs.
By increasing the thermal resistance
(R-value) and airtightness of a building
enclosure, the HVAC system should not

need to work as hard. Payback periods
vary depending on the specific material
installed, but there are several within the
normal life of building occupancy/lease
(i.e., within 10 or 15 years) that should be
reviewed using cost-benefit analysis. Savings for smaller HVAC sizing only comes
to fruition if the HVAC designer is aware
that special precautions are being taken
to improve the envelope, i.e., reduced air
leakage, reduced conduction, etc. This
calls for an integrated design approach.
Design and consulting
There are certain limitations to the
“traditional” method of designing a building, whereby designers work independently from one another. It is difficult to be an
effective member of a design team when
working in isolation. While this approach
has been in place for decades, and has seen
moderate success, too many problems (i.e.,
envelope failures, excessive energy-using
buildings) exist to consider this approach
is effective.
Thankfully, there is a shift to a more
holistic approach with designers working
together to design the HVAC and building envelope in tandem. This approach is
one favoured by proponents of LEED®
and other programs that advocate energy
savings and sustainable development. For
example, properly executed design charettes at project start-up permit collaboration between all designers.
While consulting fees may be higher
than the traditional approach with this
method (though not always the case), this
usually results in integrated design solutions, which save money: initial cost savings
due to reduction in the HVAC equipment
sizing (since systems are no longer overdesigned and smaller units are installed), and
long term cost savings since smaller and
more efficient HVAC units are less costly
to operate and maintain.
Another important factor in ensuring
the building envelope is properly constructed is field review during construction—investing for someone with knowledge of the building envelope to make
sure the materials are installed as intended. In some cases, building owners (or
those holding the purse strings) cannot see
the value in having the designer visit the
site to ensure the design is being properly
implemented. It is difficult to detail 100

percent, and sometimes constructors are
required to make decisions on site. There
are several factors in the field that increase
difficulty, including weather and site conditions, coordination of trades (i.e., tie-in
of roof and curtainwall system), misunderstanding of the designer’s intent, lack of
information, etc.
Determining an “adequate” number of
site visits and frequency is not easy. The
consultant wants the design to be properly
constructed, to ensure that the end-user
of the building gets a decent final product.
That means timing is crucial, and visits
once every few weeks are less beneficial,
since large portions of the envelope may
already be concealed by then. Perhaps frequent review at the beginning of construction, and taper out as work proceeds well
and the constructor has a good handle on
the design and intent.
Of course, this vigilance comes at
a price. There is an investment associated with this, but consultants can usually spot things others cannot since they
should have intimate knowledge of the
design since it was their creation. Problems can be mitigated earlier, which can

save money in the future. It is always
easier to fix a problem when already on
site and the building envelope is not yet
enclosed, rather than trying to find the
cause(s) of problems when the assembly
is closed up.
Far too often, decisions come down
to hard economics. No matter what the
potential future benefits are in terms of
impact on the environment (i.e., lower
energy consumption, improved durability resulting in less rehabilitation in
the future), it boils down to dollars
and cents. Prudent and savvy building
owners and operators will understand
that from wise investment in the beginning (higher initial costs) will come long
term gain (lower operating costs).  n
Alen Vrabec, P.Eng., BSSO, is Project
Manager, Buildings and Facilities, for Morrison Hershfield Limited, in Toronto.
References
1. Building Science for Building Enclosures, John Straube and Eric Burnett,
Building Science Press Inc., Westford, Massachusetts. P. 270.
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Challenges to High Performance
Building Envelope Delivery in the
Far North: An introduction
By Robert Rymell, C. Eng., P. Eng., BSSO; and Bill Wyness, MNWTAA, MAIBC, CCBFC

S

o many members of the construction community believe that
designing and building in the far
north is much the same as building in
temperate zones but with more insulation. Nothing could be farther from the
truth! It is hoped that this article will be
able to point out some of the differences
so that the designer will get an idea
of the issues that must be considered
should they have the opportunity to
design for the north or to supply products to the northern market.
So, what do we mean by the far north?
Well, if you go to Edmonton, AB or
Smooth Rock Falls, ON that’s not it. Keep
going until you get to the 60th parallel and
above. Anyone who has experienced -40ºC
temperatures accompanied by a 40 kilometre an hour wind for several days can
appreciate the differences.
There are many issues that must be
considered and here is a short list;
• Footings in permafrost;
• Dynamic connections of footings;
• Effects of global warming on permafrost footings;
• Locating of building services such as
potable water and sewage;
• Transportation of materials to the
warehousing or site (cost, timing and
availability);
• Exposure of materials to extreme
cold in storage and in usage;
• Stresses induced by very large temperature swings;

• Materials assembled in winter and
then heated by interior space conditioning;
• Skilled trades availability;
• Working in extreme cold in winter
and insects in summer;
• Location of the particular project;
• Social priorities; and
• Costs.
Unfortunately, only a couple of
issues can be touched on in this article. Designing for permafrost, could be
another article in itself.
To get an appreciation of the temperature differences, the two bar graphs
below show a comparison of average temperatures for Toronto, ON and Inuvik,
NWT. The length of each season should
also be noted (see charts).
The prolonged deep cold experienced
December 9th at noon on Franklin Avenue
in Yellowknife, NWT (see above photo), is
mild compared to the three to four months
of prolonged deep cold experienced in the
arctic regions (above the arctic circle). On
the date noted the sky was clear, the morning temperature -34oC, and sunrise at
10:06 or so will provide some solar heating
for the 4 hours and 58 minutes the sun
is above the horizon, getting us to a high
of -29oC or so before sunset around 3:04
pm. This moderate cold may last until
February—not quite two months—with a
couple of one or two week intervals of -40oC
to -45oC. This can be compared to the arctic, where the daily mean temperature can

stay below
freezing for
six months.
Table 1
shows the
weather data
for March 8,
1974 in comparison to March
8, 2009, which was
-38oC. Of particular
interest is the relative
humidity for such cold
temperatures.
Unpredictability
of
northern weather may be increasing
with climate change at a greater pace in
the north than in other parts of Canada.
Climate change induced weather variability
happens everywhere, but the impact of it on
construction execution and quality control
is greater in the cold regions than in the
temperate regions, because of the increased
unpredictability of schedules, costs and the
quality execution time for critical air and
vapour barrier details. As an example in
the cold regions at the end of the warm
season you cannot risk waiting a few days
for the weather to improve—you have to
do the best you can in the adverse climate

Inuvik
-26.72

9.66

1.99

-9.99

-21.58

-24.39

Jan
Feb
March
April
May
June
July
Aug
										
Toronto

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

15.45
Sept

8.70
Oct

2.18
Nov

-4.88
Dec

-8.38
Jan

-25.24

-7.12
Feb

-21.05

-1.79
March

-11.02

6.03
April

-0.78

13.10
May

11.06

18.58
June
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13.17

20.94
July

19.82
Aug

conditions, or spend more money on heating and hoarding.
To demonstrate this variability, look
at Table 2. Temperature variations over
the years are tremendous and would
obviously affect results in construction.
This wide variability from year to year
and decade to decade makes it difficult
to predict even a simple thing like the
length of the mild weather construction
season, and achievable productivity for
outdoor work. This year we are having
a “cold spring”—great for the ice-road
truckers and the re-supply to the mines
northeast of Yellowknife, but delaying
the start of some types of construction
work as the active layer takes longer
to thaw for infrastructure installation
or other groundwork. In addition, roofs
and sites have more accumulated snow
and ice, and cold overnight temperatures
make hot process work on building envelopes more expensive to do because overnight cooling chill of the structure will be
deeper and longer lasting than in a warm
spring year. Getting a building “shelled
in” or weather enclosed by end-August is
almost universally followed for construction in the communities located north of
the Arctic Circle.
These climatic conditions play a tremendous influencing effect on construction in the north. In order to obtain good
construction performance there are also
sociological economic challenges as well
including:
• Lack of resources (technical and financial) to provide a full envelope commissioning process on new construction.
• Currently there is a lack of skilled
constructors and tradespersons willing to work in the north, as a major
cost driver, resulting in fewer resources
available to deliver quality construction
execution i.e. the human factor of getting the trades and then getting them
working effectively in cold and temporary heating in the winter and insects in
the summer.
• Increasing uncertainty about climate,
and the need to develop practical and
pragmatic strategic options to obtain
resiliency and redundancy in buildings
(more conservative risk assessment
policy) to adapt to the physical effects
of climate change.

Table 1
Hourly Data Report for March 8, 1974
T
i
m
e

Temp
°C

00:00

-36.7

01:00

Dew
Point
Temp
°C
-40.0

Rel
Wind Dir Wind Spd Visibility
Hum
10’s
km/h
km
%
deg
72

Stn
Press
kPa

Wind
Chill

Weather

19

5

24.1

99.73

Clear

-39.4

30

3

24.1

99.75

Clear

02:00

-40.0

32

3

24.1

99.77

Clear

03:00

-41.7

5

5

24.1

99.77

Clear

04:00

-40.6

3

8

24.1

99.78

Clear

05:00

-41.1

3

5

24.1

99.80

Clear

06:00

-40.6

4

10

24.1

99.82

07:00

-40.0

-43.9

70

3

6

24.1

99.84

Clear

08:00

-38.9

-43.9

61

6

5

19.3

99.90

Clear

09:00

-37.2

-42.8

58

7

3

6.4

99.92

Ice Fog

10:00

-34.4

-38.9

63

0

16.1

99.95

Clear

11:00

-31.7

-37.2

59

0

24.1

99.95

Mainly Clear

12:00

-27.2

-35.6

47

8

5

24.1

99.98

Mainly Clear

13:00

-25.6

-34.4

45

9

3

24.1

99.97

Mainly Clear

14:00

-24.4

-34.4

40

10

32

24.1

99.95

15:00

-25.0

-35.0

40

7

5

24.1

99.95

Mainly Clear

16:00

-25.6

-33.3

49

5

5

24.1

99.94

Mainly Clear

17:00

-26.1

-35.0

42

3

8

24.1

99.93

Mainly Clear

18:00

-26.7

-35.6

42

3

8

24.1

99.91

Mainly Clear

19:00

-27.2

-35.6

44

29

3

24.1

99.92

Mainly Clear

20:00

-31.7

-38.3

52

31

8

24.1

99.92

Mainly Clear

21:00

-32.2

-37.2

60

34

10

24.1

99.94

-42

Clear

22:00

-34.4

-40.6

53

36

13

24.1

99.97

-46

Clear

23:00

-32.8

-38.9

54

3

10

24.1

100.01

-42

Clear

-52

-39

Clear

Mainly Clear

Table 2
Averages and Extremes for March 9, 2009 - Yellowknife
Averages and Extremes

Year

Average Maximum Temperature

-13.6°C

Average Minimum Temperature

-25.5°C

Frequency of Precipitation

27%

Highest Temperature (1943-2007)

0.6°C

1981

Lowest Temperature (1943-2007)

-38.9°C

1948

Greatest Precipitation (1943-2007)

8.0mm

1992

Greatest Rainfall (1943-2007)

0.0mm

1943

Greatest Snowfall (1943-2007)

9.2cm

1992

Most Snow on the Ground (1955-2007)

79.0cm

1958
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• Increased extreme weather events and
increased unpredictability of those
events and of their effect on buildings.
An example of a tool developed for
adapting to extreme weather events (not
an envelope issue per se but a structural performance issue) was the increased
snow load risk assessment tool developed
in 2004 to help make up for lack of snow
load data for each and every location in the
NWT where public buildings were at risk.
To obtain more information visit www.
pws.gov.nt.ca/pdf/publications/SnowOverload.pdf.
A similar tool for assessing recommended baseline building envelope performance, a community index that would
take into account prolonged deep cold,
wind effects, precipitation incidence
effects, envelope performance targets
(including service life expectations) and
similar components might help provide
better insight why a building delivered in
Hay River costs substantially more to produce in Aklavik, or why a new major high
performance building like the Inuvik New
Schools project presents much larger challenges to deliver than the same type and
size of building in a southern centre.
Carrying out a top level project with the
Commercial Building Incentive Program
(CBIP) equivalent energy performance
expectations is not unheard of. Currently
underway is the joint partnership proposal now being developed to monitor the
new Inuvik School’s envelope performance (6400m², two stories and $110M)
during and after commissioning in mid2013. Designed as a high performance
envelope for an extreme environment, it
is hoped the building will be a study object
for some ongoing programs at NRC-IRC
for longer term performance monitoring.
The location or size of the community is
a compounding issue that is not necessarily
fully understood and is critical. In the area
between Sault Ste Marie and Thunderbay travel times can be four or five hours
between sites which can add up quickly for
project costs however in the far north, so
many of the buildings are located in small
communities and isolated, it can be days to
get to a site. If access is by aircraft, significant extra time needs to be factored in for
delays from weather conditions or for when
the craft is overloaded and you have to wait
till the next flight, which could be hours
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to days away. Needless to say, only what is
absolutely required is shipped.
Related to this issue is product availability and time of year. In the southern climates we are only limited by the
coverage that a distributor has; chances
are what we need is close to a rail or normal truck route. The far north is limited
by the time of year, size and weight, all of
which affects cost exponentially.
The long term effects of continued
deep cold exposure in conjunction
with the effects of installing a material
at -40oC or lower and then operating that
building at 21oC will result in stresses that

are horrendous and will create design
nightmares based on tolerances alone.
The effect of continued low temperature
exposure of many materials is also not
known and needs to be investigated.
Many materials will become more crystalline and therefore embrittled, warranting special handling.
Understanding the difference from
climate effects is only a small part of the
difference between building in the far
north and the temperate regions. 
n
Stay tuned to the Fall 2009 edition of PTE
for more on this topic.

Bill Wyness is a registered architect in
B.C., previously in Alberta, and most recently
in the NWT and is a founding member of the
Northwest Territories Association of Architects first Council in 2001.
Robert Rymell is President of RBS
Consulting Engineering Group Inc. He
is a professional engineer and registered
consulting engineer licensed to practice
in Ontario and Alberta and is on the
executive board of Construction Specifications Canada, Ontario Building Envelope
Council and National Building Envelope
Council. Bob also serves on several building national code committees.
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Restoration: Does it Make Economic Sense?

By Paul Johannesson, A.Sc.T., BSSO

I

f you’ve ever seen the movie “The
Money Pit” with Tom Hanks, you
may remember the famous look of
disparity and nervous cackle as Hanks,
homeowner turned renovator, realized his
renovation project was literally going down
the toilet. Costs skyrocketed when risk
after risk became realized. And don’t forget the famous line uttered by the scheduling impaired contractor every time Hanks
asked for an update: “Two Weeks!”
As project managers, the worry over
our project’s success is always on our
minds. Have I selected the right project?
Have I chosen the correct strategy? Have I
accurately assessed all of the risks? So how
do we increase our chances of making the
right decision when faced with the age old
dilemma; renovate or build new?
The not so obvious answer reminds
me of the famous Yogi Berra-ism “When
you come to a fork in the road, take it”.
What Yogi really meant is that both decisions eventually will lead you to where you
intend to go. One might just take more
resources. The same could apply to the
renovate or build new scenario. But can
you afford to just randomly decide, or
do you need to be more responsible with
your decision making process? The answer
should be obvious. You need to be more
diligent and weigh the options before making a decision that will involve the use of
valuable and often scarce resources.

One effective strategy in making better
decisions is to employ a decision making model that objectively analyses the
expected outcomes of each decision. The
model can be as complex or as simple as
you wish depending on your appetite for
risk and the critical nature of the project. It
is important to remember that as options
are weighed and outcomes projected, it is
the outcome that best provides alignment
with the overall business or important
needs of the project that will increase your
chances of project success. It is important
to keep in mind that every project exists
to satisfy some sort of need. Typically
projects exist to satisfy one or more of the
following needs:
1. A market demand;
2. A business need;
3. A customer request;
4. A technological advance;
5. A legal requirement; and
6. A social need.
Example one
You are working for a client wishing to
open a retail store and they cannot decide
whether to build a new stand alone building or provide extensive renovations and
leasehold improvements to an existing
location. Being a business for profit, two
of the main decision criteria needing to
be satisfied are return on investment and
break even point. At first the costs involved
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with renovation seem to outweigh the
build new options. So build new it is; until
someone realizes the renovation, although
more costly initially, will take far less time
to complete and the early completion will
allow the new business to take full advantage of the holiday selling season, or those
opportunity costs of the business. The
projected business profit now outweighs
the build new option as it provides a higher
return on investment and it allows the new
business to break even sooner.
The Project Management Institute provides us with “Project Benefit Measuring
Methods” such as: comparative approaches,
scoring models, benefit contribution or economic models, in order to assist you in
selecting projects. But they too realize the
tricky part of decision making is not the
comparison or analysis of each factor contained in the model but the determination of
which factors are critical to the project and
overall need. Because of this realization they
also acknowledge the value of “expert judgment” in the assessment of such factors.
Common decision making: critical
factors
Financial – tangible
1. Initial capital cost comparison;
2. Net present value;
3. Return on investment;
4. Break even analysis;
5. Life cycle cost comparison; and
6. Operations cost comparison.
Functional – less tangible
1. Meets use;
2. Location;
3. Environmental;
4. Image; and
5. Comfort.
Non-functional – intangible
1. Nostalgia;
2. Historic;
3. Sustainable; and
4. Green.
Example two
Your client, a local library, is faced with
an ever-growing need to upgrade their
library. Through market surveys they have
discovered that they are now facing obsolescence due to a local book store giant
and coffee house alliance. The library is still
providing value through local children’s
programs but the older demographic are
choosing to purchase books rather then

borrow them because they are able to preview them while sipping their favourite hot
beverage. The local government responsible for providing funding for the upgrade
is contemplating the options of renovation
vs. building new. The council decides to
use a scoring model to make their decision.
What might you do? The chart to the right
is a simple example of what a decision scoring model might look like.
There are many other critical factors
that may be relevant to your specific situation. That is what makes our industry so
exciting; the variety of projects, the challenges faced and the risks to manage. It
is also what makes the project selection
process so important. Even when economic times are good the decisions made
in selecting your projects are key factors to
your success as a project manager. 
n

Decision Scoring Model – Example 2
Critical Factor

Weighting

Renovate

Build New

Initial capital cost

20

18

15

Life cycle cost comparison

20

10

15

Operation cost comparison

20

10

16

Meets intended use

10

9

10

Optimum location

5

5

1

Impact on local environment

5

5

1

Exhibits intended image

2

1

2

Overall comfort for users

2

1

2

Access by public transit

2

2

1

Value derived from nostalgia – good will

2

2

0

Historical significance

5

5

0

Is the option sustainable

5

5

3

Is the option “green”

2

1

1

100

74

67

Total Scores
Paul Johannesson, A.Sc.T., BSSO, is
the current President of OBEC and a Senior Building Science Specialist and Project
Manager with R.J. Burnside & Associates
Limited in Barrie, Ontario. Johannesson
also currently chairs the Architectural Advisory Committee at Humber College.

Critical factors – This list would have been gained through stakeholder input and should represent a
complete list of factors that are important to the various stakeholders.
Weighting – This “most important” aspect of the model requires input by stakeholders and the
insight of expert judgment.
Individual Scores – Are to be derived from an objective process of detailed study and calculation
where possible along with insight of expert judgment.
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Safety and Science

FEATURE n n n
Supervisors get trained in health and safety, lost-time injuries go down.
For years, business and labour leaders in Ontario construction have believed that if
health and safety training for supervisors was mandatory, there would be fewer lost-time
injuries. To explore the issue further, CSAO examined data from developments in the
Sarnia area over the past few years.
The Sarnia case
In 2004, members of the Sarnia-Lambton Industrial Education Cooperative (IEC)—a
joint project of the major buyers of construction in the area—began to implement a new
policy: A construction firm carrying out work on an IEC member’s premises had to ensure
that its supervisors had completed CSAO’s free Basics of Supervising three-day training.
Otherwise, the contractor would have to look elsewhere for work.
Demand for the program immediately skyrocketed. From 2004 to the end of 2007,
CSAO field advisors trained over 900 supervisors in the Sarnia area. The number of trained
supervisors per 100 workers in the region reached 17.41—almost triple the provincial average of 6.04.
The results
With all these supervisors trained in health and safety, what happened to the lost-time
injury rate in the region? Exactly what you would expect. It went down.
Lambton County was already operating with a lower lost-time injury rate than was the
rest of Ontario construction. Since 2004, Lambton County made a substantial improvement
in its lost-time injury rate, exceeding the improvement rate in the rest of the province.
The results indicate a correlation between increased supervisor training and fewer losttime injuries. CSAO believes that there is a relationship between supervisor training and a
declining injury rate. It simply makes sense.
Supervisors are the ones who give direction to workers. But if supervisors are unfamiliar
with health and safety and their related responsibilities, how can we expect them to give
workers safe direction or to ensure that workers follow safe practices?
Recommendations
If your company is serious about preventing injuries and illness, appoint supervisors who
have experience with jobsite safety and are familiar with the Occupational Health and Safety
Act and Regulations for Construction Projects. Then, make sure they are trained in their
health and safety responsibilities.
If Ontario is serious about preventing injuries and illness, the government should make
supervisory training mandatory. CSAO, as well as leaders in both construction labour and
management, have been advocating this policy for years. There is ample reason to act.
For the full report of the Sarnia case, visit www.csao.org.
Courtesy of CSAO.

Figure 1: Lost-Time Injury (LTI) Rates
Rate Group
2005
2006
704-electrical
1.83
1.65
707-mechanical
2.05
1.91
711-roadbuilding
1.83
1.69
719-Inside finishing
1.97
1.8
723-general contractors
1.63
1.41
728-roofing
3.37
2.81
732-heavy civil
2.16
2.27
737-millwrighting
2.52
2.12
741-masonry
3.32
3.34
748-formwork
6.28
5.75
751-outside finishing
3.46
3.37
764-homebuilding
3.28
2.79
All construction
2.38
2.17
The 2008 numbers are preliminary data only, not final data.

2007
1.41
1.58
1.62
1.71
1.30
3.00
2.13
1.77
3.01
4.68
3.10
2.69
1.96
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2008*
1.44
1.46
1.62
1.84
1.25
3.31
1.69
2.23
3.64
5.39
3.58
3.17
2.08

W

hether one or 60 stories
up, putting safety first is
a necessity on any project
site. With input from the Construction Safety Association of Ontario, this
article will look at creating (or updating)
health and safety policies for your job
sites.

Q

What are the main causes for
construction safety incidents on
construction sites?
There are three main causes:
• Falls;
• Overexertion; and
• Being struck by an object.

Q

How do the statistics stack up in
Ontario? Are numbers improving
or getting worse?
The lost-time injury (LTI) rates for
the various construction rate groups
for the past four years are shown
below. The 2008 data is provisional and
we expect it to improve slightly once
the final data becomes available. We
expect the final overall construction
LTI rate to be about 2.00/200,000 hrs.
(see Figure 1).

Q

What tips do you have for
owners/managers to ensure that
construction sites are safe for their
employees?
One, keep non-construction personnel out of construction work

areas. If non-construction personnel have to enter construction work
areas, ensure that they are accompanied at all times and that they have
the necessary equipment (e.g. hard
hat, work boots, safety vest, eye protection, etc.).
Two, always maintain good communication with the general contractor/constructor.
Three, plan major tasks with the
contractor (e.g. hoisting activities,
excavation activities, etc.) so that
everyone is on the same page.
Four, review your health and safety
policies and programs. They should
be reviewed and updated at least
annually, and should be reviewed with
employees as needed. For example,
new practices, new materials, new
equipment, and new processes should
be explained to employees as they are
adopted. Health and safety information should be a part of task instruction. Weekly safety talks on the job
site are a good idea to keep everyone
aware and informed.

Q

Who regulates health and safety
polices?
Employers are legally required to
have a health and safety policy and
a program to implement that policy.
Each company must create their own
policy and program that is appropriate
for the type of work they do.

Q

What are the consequences of
not placing safety at the top of
the priority list?
• Deaths;
• Injuries;
• Illnesses;
• Fines from the Ministry of Labour;
and
• Increased Workplace Safety and
Insurance Board (WSIB) premiums.

Q

What are the rewards for companies who do place safety at the
top of the priority list?
In addition to keeping their workers safe and avoiding the costs associated with an injury, illness, or death,
companies with good health and safety records receive discounts/rebates
on WSIB premium rates.

19 Deaths from Injury
2008 saw 19 Ontario construction workers die from injuries.
More than half died from falls.
Type

Sector

Age

Fall

Commercial

47

Fall

Institutional

23

Fall

Residential

57

Fall

Electrical
Transmission

55

Fall

Residential

45

Fall

Industrial

45

Fall

Industrial

25

Fall

Commercial

26

Fall

Residential

22

Fall

Residential

39

Crushed

Sewer/ Watermain

21

Crushed

Highway/Road

30

Crushed

Asphalt paving

36

Crushed

Excavation

25

Crushed

No data

No data

Struck by

Residential

61

Struck by

Industrial

No data

Electrocution

Commercial

48

Explosion

Residential

60

Description
A worker installing ceiling tiles fell from a
ladder. The worker got up
and went to the washroom, but was later
found on the washroom floor.
A young worker sweeping at the site of a
new sewage pumping station fell into a
4-ft by 4-ft shaft.
Owner of company fell off a roof when the
roof anchor came loose.
A worker fell from a hydro tower under
construction.
The owner of a contracting company fell
20 ft off a ladder, suffering head injuries
when landing on the concrete below.
A worker died after falling 25 ft.
A young worker was standing on a 12-ft
ladder, raising a 250-lb piece of steel
pipe. The anchor supporting the steel pipe
failed, causing the young worker to fall,
landing on his head.
A worker carrying boxes on the roof of a
building fell through a skylight.
A young worker fell 18 ft from the second
storey of a house to the basement, succumbing to the injuries 13 days later.
Using a ladder to get to the level roof over
a two-storey home’s porch, a worker fell.
A bulldozer backed over a young worker.
A worker was crushed by a track-mounted
concrete curb paver.
A worker was run over by an asphalt
grinder.
A young worker operating a drill rig
became entangled in the equipment.
Worker was pinned in an elevating work
platform, succumbing to the injuries in
hospital nine days later.
A worker was struck on the head by a
12-inch-long, 4-inch-diameter
pipe that fell from the second floor of a
building under construction.
Worker in a kiln was struck by bricks falling from a scaffold.
A journeyman electrician was electrocuted
during the renovation of a clinic.
A worker was stripping and refinishing
hardwood floors in a private residence
when the fumes from the chemicals were
ignited, causing an explosion.

Data from the Ontario Ministry of Labour from January 1 to December 31, 2008. Does not include
deaths from disease.
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A Look at Who’s “Pushing the Envelope”
Devoted to students and those new to the trade, this regular section will look
at building science basics. This issue will introduce women who have broken
through the barrier, into the world of building science.
By Sandra Burnell, BES, BArch, OAA

W

hen talking about “Pushing the Envelope”, three
individuals come to mind. These individuals include
Lori O’Malley, Dale Kerr and Anna Proiste.
By breaking the falsely perceived “impervious” glass ceiling, these
women rub shoulders with the best in the industry. Not only are they
specialists in their fields, they are exemplary role models for those
interested in pursuing a career in the building envelope industry.
As demonstrated by these women, there is essentially nothing holding them back, despite the fact that only 8 percent of
the Ontario Building Envelope Council (OBEC) membership is
represented by women.

Having faced the challenges of working in a male dominated
profession for over 21 years, I salute these women for a job well
done. We are looking forward to more great things from each of
them!
n
In addition to being a registered architect and Senior
Consultant with Revay and Associates Limited (RAL), Burnell is a director and treasurer for OBEC, and also sits on
Humber College’s Programme Advisory Board Committee
for its Sustainable Energy and Building Technology (SEBT)
programme.

Lori O’Malley
Lori O’Malley, PEng, is no stranger to the construction industry. With her father’s years of experience at PCL
Constructors Inc. culminating with the lead role for PCL/Aecon’s Construction Management team responsible for
the $2.1 billion Terminal 1 at Toronto’s Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Lori has been surrounded by the
best of the best from birth. With her parents as role models, she learned about hard work from her father and the
importance of understanding priorities from her mother. After graduating from U of T with a Masters of Applied
Science in Civil Engineering, Lori worked for approximately 11 years with a building science firm.
Lori has now moved on to PCL as a Building Envelope Specialist. Lori’s greatest challenge involves persuading others to
adapt building envelope details to the current best practices. She is most rewarded in her work when others incorporate her
recommendations from previous work without even being asked. When asked for some words of wisdom, Lori said, “identify
your priorities and goals, and work hard to achieve them.”

Dale Kerr
Dale, owner of Kerr Associates Technology Transfer and part owner of GRG Building Consultants Inc., is an engineer
specializing in building exteriors with both an M.Eng. and P.Eng. Her desire to do the best work she possibly can has helped
her to achieve success in this industry. For OBEC’s first six years, Dale published OBEC’s newsletter on a monthly basis. She
also cites the publication of OBEC’s Technical Notes, initiating the concept of Board strategy meetings, conceptualizing the
BSSO (Building Science Specialist of Ontario), and development of the Building Science Certificate Program at the University of Toronto with Kim Pressnail as proud accomplishments.
According to Dale, her greatest challenge has been learning to say, “no”, allowing her to better manage her time to accommodate work,
family and volunteering, which includes serving on several CSA standards committees, being a member of OBEC’s BSSO Advisory Board,
acting as Chair of her children’s School Council and coaching soccer.
When asked who she looked to as a role model, Dale naturally approached her husband, Jerry Genge. While he said it obviously had to be
a female given the focus of the article, Dale quickly realized it is her husband who serves as her role model. In Dale’s words, “he is extremely
knowledgeable, still able to recall and put into practical application information he learned in University and even high school. I purposely
emphasized the word ‘practical’, because unlike many of the professionals I come across, Jerry not only thoroughly understands the science in
building science, but also recognizes the limitations the real world imposes. To me, this is the key to building science (and a lot of life)—putting
the theory into practice.”
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Anna Prioste
Anna Prioste, a Ryerson
graduate, is the epitome of
success. She says, “the building envelope industry is complex with a plethora of building
materials and technologies on
the market, with new ones constantly emerging, a multitude
of building envelope design possibilities,
and many industry players. I think of myself
as a generalist in building science because
there are so many areas of building science
that I have to draw upon as part of my
work…frankly, I don’t think anyone can
be an expert in all areas. Working in this
field, a solid foundation of building science
knowledge is necessary, but for any given
project, you need to delve deeper into various specifics such as the materials science
aspect, codes and standards, interior building conditions, user needs, site and climatic
conditions, mechanical equipment, budgets,
durability, sustainability…and the list goes
on. So, to be successful, you have to work as
a team and draw upon many areas of expertise. This is why I think getting involved with
industry groups and associations such as
OBEC is very important. I recommend it
for anyone just entering this field or anyone
who wants to get up-to-date on important
issues in our industry.”
Anna is currently a Building Science
Manager at RBS Consulting Engineering
Group Inc. and has extensive experience in
the evaluation and testing of building materials and systems; performing field investigations and condition assessments for industrial, commercial and institutional buildings;
developing recommendations for the rehabilitation of building envelopes; performing
computer analysis of building details and
systems; preparing technical specifications;
and providing contract administration services on a variety of building restoration and
new construction projects. She has served as
both a director and past president of OBEC,
and has sat on various technical committees over the years including the CAN/
CSA-A440 Windows Standard, CAN/CSAA440.4 Technical Sub-Committee on Window and Door Installation and the Technical Services Committee of the Insulating
Glass Manufacturer’s Alliance (IGMA).
According to Anna, if you are willing and
aware enough to look for it, inspiration may
be found in the world around you including

nature, people we admire, our children,
our travels and our work. She particularly
finds inspiration in knowing her work helps
improve the condition, quality and durability
of buildings, while improving the quality of
life for building users. Satisfaction is gained
when she finds a client that understands
(or can be convinced) that money spent
on quality building materials, systems and
workmanship is money well spent.
In addition to the women noted above,
Anna’s most inspiring role model is a politician rather than someone in the building industry—go figure! As Anna sees it,

Elizabeth May (Leader of the Green Party
of Canada) faces challenges in the maledominated political arena that have parallels
to the challenges faced by women working
in the building industry. Anna finds her
strength, intelligence, determination and
gutsiness, not to mention her views on the
environment, very inspiring. This inspiration
is reassuring as she faces the challenge of
balancing a busy workload with her family
life. Fortunately for Anna, she has been able
to find a perfect balance with her current
job, as she is able to work from her home
office.
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n TOOLS OF THE TRADE

BIM Offers Benefits to
all Participants in the
Construction Process

By Denise Holtby, Reed Construction Data

P

roponents of Building Information Modelling methodology say
that, by using BIM objects and
virtual design/construction methods to
design, manage and store and update all of
the files related to a construction project,
companies can save time, improve efficiencies and keep better records. Here’s a look
at how the technology offers benefits to
several of the key participants in the construction process: building owners, architects, building product manufacturers and,
of course, general contractors.
So, the first question is, how much does
inefficiency and delay cost the Canadian
construction industry each year? Numbers
for Canada are hard to find, but as always,
there is American data that we can use to
estimate the Canadian figures.
According to a January 13, 2000 article
in the Economist titled “New Wiring,” the
estimated annual cost of inefficiencies and
delays in the U.S. construction industry is
about $200 billion. That’s almost one-third
of the more than $650 billion spent on construction each year in the United States.
At the Construction Management Association of America’s Web site, the numbers
are similar. The association claims that 30
percent of the money spent on construction
in the U.S. each year goes to cover delays
and inefficient work processes.
So what does all this talk of wasteful
spending have to do with Building Information Modeling or BIM?
Proponents of the methodology say
that, by using BIM objects and virtual
design/ construction methods to design,

BIM for building owners
It’s not hard to see why building owners
have much to gain from these new methods of digitally managing the construction
process:
• Better informed decisions regarding
specifications and costs at the design
stage;
• Fewer design changes as construction
gets underway;
• Less waste and fewer delays;
• Better scheduling of trades and
materials;
• Accurate as-builts for future facility
management;
• Improved communication throughout
the process; and
• Better documentation for LEED
accreditation.

advantage in the marketplace, particularly in the early stages of its
adoption in Canada.
Many of the advantages to the building owners also apply to the GCs, too.
In a Construction Management Association of America white paper called
“Building Information Modeling and
the Construction Management Practice:
How to Deliver Value Today” (http://
cmaanet.org/bim_article.php), authors
Soad Kousheshi, P.E. and Eric Westergren, write:
“The potential advantages (of BIM)
span a wide range of outcomes including a better tool for design and engineering documentation and analysis,
more robust cost estimating, improved
trade co-ordination, optimized means
and sequence of work, a powerful communication tool for design intent and
construction plan, and an information
rich as-built model for facilities management.”
General contractors who get in on
the ground floor have much to gain from
understanding and applying this new
technology. 
n

BIM for general contractors?
Expertise with BIM will give
general contractors a competitive

Find out everything you need to know
about the latest construction trends at
www.reedconstructiondata.com.

manage and store and update all of the files
related to a construction project, companies can save time, improve efficiencies and
keep better records. The entire scope of a
project—from design, scheduling and costing to contracts, purchase orders, change
requests, as-builts and completion—is all
reliably and digitally co-ordinated.

Canada’s BIM Council takes shape
After four months of preparatory work by a group of industry volunteers, a self-regulating organization has been put in place to provide building information modeling (BIM)
advocacy and support services.
The mission of the Canada BIM Council is to provide a non-proprietary advocacy,
resource and standards council dedicated to supporting business, professionals, educators,
purchasers of construction and related services in navigating and applying best practices
when deploying BIM.
The management team consists of pioneering BIM architects Allan Partridge and Paul
Loreto, Tom Strong of EllisDon, Albert Celli of Halsall Associates, Mark Casaletto of Reed
Construction Data and Derek Smith of the London & District Construction Association.
The council was federally incorporated in mid-December. Find out more at
www.canbim.com.
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A Past Presidential Profile
P
eter Adams has been involved
with the Ontario Building Envelope Council (OBEC) for almost
ten years. It all started back in 2001 when
Adams, who is a Building Science Engineer at Morrison Hershfield Ltd., attended
an OBEC Building Science Course. “I was
lucky enough to make it to one on curtain
wall retreat, taught by one of the masters
of building science, Gus Handegord,” he
says.
Adams started to attend OBEC
events more often, meeting many other
members along the way. A few years
later he was elected to the Board of Directors and then stepped up as President
of OBEC in 2005.
When asked what OBEC’s biggest
accomplishment was, during his time as
President, Adams is quick to answer. “You
are reading it,” he exclaims! “Spearheaded
by the crystal vision of Brian Shedden
and then President Anna Prioste, the
Board published its first issue of Pushing
the Envelope in 2004/2005. Throughout

the following year, the Board worked
to improve the magazine and extend its
reach, making it widely (and freely) available at Construct Canada in the Winter of
2005. The magazine is now well received
by industry, and is supported by some
prominent names in building science and
industry, with their contributions as authors and reviewers.”
That first edition of Pushing the Envelope featured articles on mould, BRAGG,
vapour barriers and rain control. While
these topics are still relevant today, Adams
said that one thing has changed, the addition of the word “sustainable” and “green”
to the industry’s vocabulary. “This is causing some real change in the way we are
building,” says Adams. “What is not new,
though, is that the field of building science has always been sustainable in nature
through its focus on durability. In my
mind, this is the crux of the issue and
sustainability is not possible without durability. A tremendous amount of ‘sustainability damage’ can be done to a building
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if the exterior cladding has to be ripped off
and replaced in two years.”
What is new (and encouraging), says
Adams, is the increased effort at the beginning and throughout a project to share
information. “Design charettes are intended to give all team members an opportunity to understand their responsibilities as
well as the goals of the project, right from
the start. Imagine the opportunities for
smart choices if all the decision makers and
responsible designers are together with
what is often, effectively, a blank canvas
and a head full of ideas. I’ve been in those
rooms and witnessed the excitement—isn’t
that what designing is all about?”
While Adams is excited about the direction the industry is taking, he admits
there are still some challenges that need
to be overcome. This, he says, includes the
fact that far too many buildings are being
built without the proper design and construction practices. “We know how to do
these things right but often the execution
fails due to market pressures, poor choice

of materials, or lack of attention to detail.
We often see the worst of the worst, and
the worst can be downright frightening,
particularly when knowing that professionals were involved. As an industry, we are
much better than this.”
Adams says that bringing positive and
constructive change to the industry is what
OBEC is all about. Altruistic in its nature
(membership includes architects, engineers, technicians, material suppliers, contractors, researchers, educators, and policy
makers), the association’s membership
comes together with one common goal:
to improve the quality and longevity of
Ontario’s existing and new building stock.
“It is somewhat unusual to have such
broad industry representation combined
in one organization with a common purpose,” reflects Adams.
“Participation is the key to getting
the most out of OBEC,” Adams says.
“Membership provides the opportunity
to network with potential clients, but
more importantly, to share ideas and
to learn about trends in the industry,
construction technologies, government
policy, and building codes. More so,
attending evening meetings and seminars, and becoming involved with the
Board, allows you to interact with some
of the most knowledgeable (and often
vocal) people in the field.”
This includes Peter Adams, who is still
actively involved with OBEC as a member
of the BSSO Advisory Committee, continues to participate in the preparation
of Pushing the Envelope, and when he
can, still attends OBEC meetings and
seminars. “I have met lots of great people
through OBEC, and it always enjoyable
to engage in some insightful conversation
and healthy debate.”
n
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By Bruce Taylor BSSO, Executive director, OBEC

T

he challenge of becoming involved
in associations such as OBEC is
learning the history behind the
scenes. With my appointment to the position of Executive Director in early November, I looked at an association at that
point in time and wondered what had
taken place in the previous two decades.
A short email to Dale Kerr (Past
OBEC Executive Director) resulted

Achieving

Our Potential
in a wealth of historical information
being forwarded to me. After a 45
minute read, (Dale was a stickler for
detail in her notes), I realized my
personal aspirations for OBEC have
been set far too low. A cut, paste and
expedite approach for OBEC from
my previous experiences and knowledge would work, but not match what
had gone on before in the late 1980s
and 1990s. The “bar” had to be set
much higher than I had originally
envisioned.
OBEC is an association set up
by building science professionals for
building science professionals. In the
late eighties there was a profound
escalation in technology in the field
of building science in a cold climate,
and those in the field saw the need
to transfer those new technologies to
others. Regular publications, monthly
dinner meetings with presentations
became the norm to distribute new
ideas, and discuss these ideas. Twenty
plus years later, and the mandate
remains, only the topics have changed
to reflect current issues and technological advances in the construction industry. Building green design
for sustainability are current issues
which a building science professional
needs to understand, and now the
digital age with powerful computers,
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microchip technology and BIM software has brought a paradigm change
to engineering and our social fabric.
It was change in the late eighties
that brought about the formation of
OBEC by visionary leaders of the day,
and it is this constant change in our
world today that the Board of Directors must deal with.
A Strategic Planning Committee has been struck with a matrix of
industry professionals to reflect all
membership wants, needs and ideas,
a membership/industry survey is being
conducted, and over the next several
months the Committee will collect the
information, and distil it down to a
manageable level. It will be the committees work to determine how high
to set the ‘bar’ for OBEC as part of
developing a Strategic Plan.
The Strategic Planning Committee will chart a course for OBEC and
recommend it to the Board of Directors. It will be Board of Directors
responsibility to set the sails and run
the course as detailed in the Strategic
Plan.
Hegel stated “history teaches that
history teaches us nothing”. As I see
it, OBEC history has taught me something. We have a great deal of exciting
work ahead to achieve the full potential of OBEC.
n
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Ontario Building
Envelope Council
Membership Application Form
Name:

Mr.
Ms.

Title:

Miss
Dr.

Mrs.
Prof.

Company (School if student):
Address:
City:

Province:

Telephone: (

)

Postal Code:

Ext.

Fax: (

)

E-mail Address:

A

B

C

D

Membership Type

Annual Fee

After January 1, 2009

Fee Owing

Individual

$165.00

$82.50

Corporate

$660.00

$330.00

Student

$25.00/school year

Please mail your membership application form
with cheque to: OBEC, 685 McCowan Road, P.O.
Box #66541, Scarborough, ON M1J 3N8
Payment by credit card may be faxed to:
416-438-1718 or 1-877-230-4256
Payment Method:

Cheque

Visa

5% GST
GST No. 124383076
TOTAL

Mastercard

Amex

Please complete for payment by credit card:
Cardholder’s Name:______________________________________________________________________________
Card Number:___________________________________________________________________________________

#

Expiry Date:______________________

Signature:____________________________________________________

Questions? Please contact OBEC Administrator, Jennifer McDonald at 416-438-2588 or 1-877-235-6232.
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BUYER’S GUIDE n n n
Building
SRP Products......................................................19

Designer Stone
Shouldice Designer Stone.....................................14

Building Envelope Engineering
IRC Building Sciences Group Inc.............................6

Educational
Bomi Canada.........................................................8

Building Materials and
Hardware
MABP.................................................................28

EIFS & Restoration Products
Durabond Products Limited............................... OBC

Building Restoration
Wall-Tech Restoration Inc.....................................26
Building Science and Restoration
Consultants
Read Jones Christoffersen Ltd..............................15
Building Science Specialists
J. McBride & Sons Ltd.........................................15
Building Supplier
Beaver Valley Stone.............................................24
Commercial Sealants and
Water Proofing
TREMCO Incorporated..........................................27
Communications
Spectrum Communications...................................15
Concrete Restoration
Alto Restoration.....................................................8
Restorex Contracting Ltd......................................26
Consulting Engineers
Kleinfeldt Consultants Limited...............................23
Morrison Hershfield..............................................24
SPG Engineering..................................................27

Hydraulic Mast – Climbing Work
Platforms
Klimer Manufacturing Inc.......................................6

Roofing Contractor
Blanchfield Roofing Co. Ltd..................................23
Northeast Roofing................................................11
Roofing Systems, Information, Services
TREMCO Canada Division.....................................27
Rooftop Support Products
Miro Industries Inc..............................................27
SAFETY PREVENTION
Innovative Fall Prevention.....................................28

Insulation/Air Barrier Systems
BASF.....................................................................3

Stone Supply - Natural
Beaver Valley Stone.............................................24

Masonry
Mortor Net.......................................................... IFC

Structural Engineering
IRC Building Sciences Group Inc.............................7

Metal Wall Systems and Roofing
Flynn Canada Ltd................................................IBC

Structural, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering
RJ Burnside.........................................................24

Moisture Protection
W.R. Meadows......................................................4
Restoration Professionals
Fridgen Fenestration Ltd.................................16, 17
Roof Consulting
Greenspec Consulting..........................................15
IRC Building Sciences Group Inc.............................6

Testing Laboratory Services
Can-Best.............................................................24
Traffic Control and Safety
Beacon Lite Ltd...................................................30
Truss Supplier / Manufacturer
Manitoulin Truss Company Ltd.............................26

Roof Consulting and Building
Envelope Technology
Premiere Levaque Inc..........................................24

Urathane Foam Contractors
Canadian Urethane Foam
Contractors Association......................................9

Roofing Contractor
Barker Roofing.....................................................28

Window Manufacturer
Norstar Windows.................................................30

Please support our
advertisers who help make
this publication possible
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